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AIA Credits
Credit(s) earned on completion of this course will be reported to American
Institute of Architects (AIA) Continuing Education Session (CES) for AIA
members.
Certificates of Completion for both AIA members and non-AIA members
are available upon request.
This course is registered with AIA CES for continuing professional
education. As such, it does not include content that may be deemed or
construed to be an approval or endorsement by the AIA of any material
of construction or any method or manner of handling, using, distributing,
or dealing in any material or product.
Questions related to specific materials, methods,
and services will be addressed at the conclusion
of this presentation.

Core Description
408 Construction Contract Administration APPAU201909M
Discuss the various project delivery approaches utilized by
colleges and universities. Learn about the basic legal and
contractual documents for a design and construction
project. Examine the structure of a construction contract.
Review bidding strategies and procedures for soliciting a
construction bid and explore various techniques for
structuring a bid proposal to the owner’s advantage.
Faculty: Sadie Greiner
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Learning Objectives
1. Discuss bidding strategies for construction bids
2. Discuss project delivery approaches
3. Learn basic legal and contractual design
documents for design and construction.
4. Discuss the construction contract structure

Outline
1.
2.
3.
4.

Contractual Relationships
Delivery Approaches
Contract Documents
Bidding & Award

Contractual Relationships
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Agents and Vendors
Agents:
Provide professional
services
Vendors:
Provide a specific
product or service

Agents and Vendors
Agents:
Act in the owner’s interest
Vendors
Act in their own interest

Noah’s Architect

Agents and Vendors
Agents:
Selected on the basis of qualifications,
experience and integrity
Vendors:
Selected on the basis
of cost or value
The Building Committee favored the stick design…
…more structurally sound than straw,
more cost-effective than brick.
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Agents and Vendors
Agents:
Serve the owner’s loosely defined
needs
Vendors:
Meet the specified
contract requirements
“I thought it was legal –
I wrote in on legal pad.”

Agents and Vendors
Agents:
Follow a professional code
of conduct
Vendors:
Contract documents define
the standard of conduct

Which of the following is an Agent...
A.
B.
C.
D.

Contractor...
Architect...
Material Supplier...
Subcontractor…
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Errors & Omissions

“Now go forth as an architect and
I shall forgive your errors and omissions.”

Who is responsible for Design
Mistakes?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Architect/Engineer...
Client...
Owner...
All of the above...

Delivery Approaches
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Delivery Approaches
Design-Bid-Build
Design-Build
Construction Management
Job Order Contracting

How much Construction does your
organization do annually?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

$1Million or less
$30 Million or less
$100 Million or less
$500 Million or less
More than $500M

Which delivery method does your
organization use with the most?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

Design‐Bid‐Build
Design‐Build
CM At‐Risk
Job Order Contracting
All of the above
A&B
A&C
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Design/Bid/Build

Design/Bid/Build

Design/Build
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Design/Build (Bridging)

Construction Management

CM For-Fee (agent)

Construction Management

CM At-Risk (vendor)
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Job Order Contracting
Contract is based on a specification and a
unit price book
Bids are based on a multiplier; contract is
awarded to the lowest multiplier
Project cost is determined by:

(quantities) x (book unit prices) x (multiplier)

Which delivery method would you choose to use if you
were assigned the football stadium renovation project?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Design Bid Build
Design Build
CM Agent
CM @ Risk

What delivery method would you choose to use if you
were assigned a new residence hall project?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Design Bid Build
Design Build
CM Agent
CM @ Risk
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Contract
Documents

Contract Documents
Contracts are a compilation of documents:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bidding Requirements
Contract Forms
Contract Conditions
Specifications
Drawings
Modifications

Bidding Requirements
Advertisement or Invitation to Bid
Instructions to Bidders
Bid Form
Bid Bond

Bid Although history has long forgotten
them, Lambini & Sons are generally
credited with the Sistine Chapel floor.
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Legal & Contractual Forms
Performance Bond
Payment Bond
Insurance
Form of Agreement

No, no, no! I said find out if he’s bondable.
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Contract Conditions
General Conditions…
• Are general in nature and do not address
the specifics of the project
• Govern the conduct of the parties
• Define duties and responsibilities
• Outline procedures
• Standard Forms
• (AIA A201/Consensus Doc 210)
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Contract Conditions
Supplementary and Special Conditions…
• Are project specific
• Modify, amplify and tailor
the general conditions to
the project

Specifications
Define physical character and quality of
materials, products and equipment
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Specifications
Define physical character and quality of
materials, products and equipment
Establish standards
for workmanship

Specifications
Define physical character and quality of
materials, products and equipment
Establish standards
for workmanship
Formatted into divisions
as outlined by the CSI
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Drawings
Graphic depiction of project requirements
Show dimensions and arrangement
Provide basis for quantities
Interrelated and cross
referenced

Modifications
Addenda are changes prior to bidding
Change Orders are changes after award

Bidding & Award
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Bid Solicitation
Public or private institution?
Competitive bid or negotiation?

Contractor Qualifications
Pre-qualification vs. Post-qualification
Factors to consider
•
•
•
•
•

Experience
Personnel
References
Finances
Work in progress

Prequalifying Contractors will ensure quality,
budget and schedule are met on a project?
A. True
B. False
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Alternates
Contractor priced scope options
May be additive or deductive
Protect the budget
Complicate the bid process
Selection considerations
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Allowances
Undefined quantities of work
Undetermined product
selection
Specialty or proprietary
work

Unit Prices
Adjusts allowances and the contract
amount
Additive or deductive
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Bidding Process
Advertising and
solicitation of interest

Ooh! Ooh!
The University is
bidding a new
housing project!

Bidding Process
Advertising and
solicitation of interest
Printing of bid
document sets

Bidding Process
Advertising and
solicitation of interest
Printing of bid
document sets
Pre-bid meeting
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Bidding Process
Advertising and
solicitation of interest
Printing of bid
document sets
Pre-bid meeting
Addenda

Original Plans & Specs

Addenda

Bidding Process
Advertising and
solicitation of interest
Printing of bid
document sets
Pre-bid meeting
Addenda
Bid closing

Bidding Process
Advertising and
solicitation of interest
Printing of bid
document sets
Pre-bid meeting
Addenda
Bid closing
Bid opening

With a bid of $1,455,234, we’re awarding the contract
to Precision Builders who successfully made the
biggest mistake in preparing their bid.
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Bid Bond
Surety-backed guarantee
Protects against mistakes in bidding
Covers differences in price between bids

Bid Mistakes
Judgmental Error

Bid Mistakes
Judgmental Error
Clerical Error

“Well I’ll be… I must’ve been holding
the dang work order like this”
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Evaluation Reminder

Bid Responsiveness
Bid is non-responsive if:
•
•
•
•

Qualified or altered
Lacks a bid bond
Has unacknowledged addenda
Doesn’t conform to any material
bidding requirement
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Award of Contract

Award of Contract
Evaluation of bidder responsibility
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Award of Contract
Evaluation of bidder responsibility
Bid acceptance period

Award of Contract
Evaluation of bidder responsibility
Bid acceptance period
Execution of contract
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Review and Recap
Contractor - A gambler who never gets to shuffle, cut, or deal.
Bid - A wild guess carried out to two decimal places.
Bid Opening - A poker game in which the losing hand wins.
Low Bidder - A contractor who is wondering what he left out.
Project Estimate - The cost of construction in Heaven.
Project Manager - The conductor of an orchestra in which
every musician is in a different union.
Critical Path Method - A management technique for losing
your shirt under perfect control.
Liquidated Damages - A penalty for failing to achieve the
impossible.
Sureties - People who go in after a battle is lost and bayonet
the wounded.
Lawyers - People who go in after the sureties and strip the
bodies.

This concludes The American
Institute of Architects Continuing
Education Systems Course
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